SISSA offers an undergraduate fellowship by means of a competition based on academic qualifications only.

**Title of the project:** "Biology of traumatic spinal cord lesion"

**Period:** 6 months from February 2019.

**Research activity:** Spinal lesion models, histology studies (confocal microscopy) of tissue reactivity to implants and evaluation of axonal regeneration. In vitro models and neuroglia reactivity to inflammatory stress evaluated also by live imaging.

**Requirements:** Cv in molecular biology (bachelor degree), studies in functional genomics, lab experience and internship related to the project.

**Amount of the fellowship:** € 500,00 gross per month.

Project: R_H2020_FETOPEN_NEUR_Ballerini_0364; CUP: G92F16000420006.

Applications (see attached form), **together with all the required documents**, must reach the School **no later than 12.00 hrs. on 28 January, 2019.**

Applications should be sent by e-mail to the following address: protocollo@sissa.it

For information: phd@sissa.it